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Abstract

Syzygium cumini Linn. (Myrtaceae) is a medicinal tree (Jamun) used worldwide in treatment of diabetes.

However, no molecular data is available on genetic polymorphism and its relationship, if any with fluoride

pollution. In the present study, the genetic variability of two populations of S. cumini growing in fluoride rich

soils and normal soils located in Rajasthan and Haryana regions of India, respectively was determined using

random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers. Different measures of diversity in Rajasthan populations:

Shannon’s index of phenotypic diversity (I) = 0.440; Nei’s genetic diversity (h) = 0.292; effective number of

alleles per locus (Ne) = 1.497; total species diversity (Hsp) = 0.307 and within population diversity (Hpop)

= 0.158 showed high diversity in comparison to Haryana populations. Thus, it seems that Rajasthan

population responds with increased genetic variation resulting possibly from new mutation that affect allele

frequencies as a consequence of adaptation to contaminated environment. This may imply that the increased

diversity levels may act as a buffer to combat fluoride stress. Cluster analysis and principal component

analysis (PCA) results showed mixing between the populations.
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Introduction

Understanding the effects of environmental contaminants

on the genome is crucial for preserving the evolutionary potential of

natural populations, as genetic diversity provides potential to adapt

to environmental changes (Bourret et al., 2008). Indeed, the

interaction between genetic diversity and fitness is a key element in

evolutionary biology and the importance of understanding this

process for conservation biology is also well acknowledged (DeSalle

and Amato, 2004). The merging of phylogenetic and population

genetic approaches to the study of adaptation have significant

potential to advance our understanding of rapid responses to

environmental change (Salamin et al., 2010). Many chemical

contaminants have been demonstrated to induce genetic mutations

and therefore affect the genetic structure of populations (Hoffman

and Willi, 2008). The toxicity of metal and non-metal pollution and its

physical disturbance can influence plant survival, recruitment,

reproductive success, mutation rates, and migration and

consequently affect the genetic diversity of exposed populations

(Deng et al., 2007). Population might respond with increased genetic

variation resulting from new mutations directly induced by mutagen

or decreased genetic variation resulting from population bottlenecks

or selective sweeps that will affect allele frequencies can result as a

consequence of adaptation to contaminant environment (Bickham

et al., 2000). There is a growing interest among ecotoxicologists to

know up to which extent contaminant exposure can change genetic

variations in populations (Theodorakis, 2003; Slomka et al., 2011).
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Although researchers in conservation biology and population

management routinely investigate genetic variability in natural

populations, only handful studies have addressed the effects of

chemical contamination on population genetics. Fluoride (F) is a

common non-metal contaminant and some regions of India are

severely affected from F pollution (Meenakshi and Maheshwari,

2006). It is persistent, non-biodegradable poison that accumulates

in soil, plants, wildlife and humans (Fornasiero, 2001). From the

soil, it is absorbed by roots and then transported via xylematic flow

to the transpiratory organs, mainly the leaves, where it accumulates

and pose adverse effects on plants (Davison and Weinstein, 1998).

Numereous studies have been carried out to examine the influence

of fluorides on plants (Klumpp et al., 1996; Davison and Weinstein,

1998; Kozyrenko et al., 2007).

Jamun (Syzygium cumini) is a large evergreen multipurpose

tree  belonging to family Myrtaceae. It reaches upto 15 to 30 m in

height(Samba- Murthy and Subramanyan, 1989). The Jamun tree

is native to India, thrives easily in tropical climate and is found in

many parts of Asia and Eastern Africa. In India, it is grown widely in

the Indogangetic plains and also in the Cauvery delta of Tamilnadu

(Indira and Mohan, 2002). Various parts of S. cumini possess

many pharmacological properties and is used world wide for the

treatment of diabetes (Sagrawat et al., 2006).

Genetic marker can be used to monitor the influence of

environmental changes on species at DNA level sequences to

assess the nature of selection imposed by environmental changes

and to assess the potential of populations to respond by evolution

adaptation (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008). Ecotoxicological literature

examples demonstrate that under strict standardized conditions, the

RAPD technique can be a useful tool to preliminary assesses

toxicological population genetic effects, particularly since this

technique is relatively inexpensive and yields information (Wolf et

al., 2004). Therefore, random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)

(Williams et al., 1993) is the marker of choice in present study. The

assessment of population genetic diversity could be a valuable

addition to more traditional tools for determining the effects of

environmental pollution (Kozyrenko et al., 2007).

This study was undertaken to confirm whether filed

populations growing in fluoride contaminated environments

Banasthali (Rajasthan) are more tolerant to fluoride stress than the

populations from normal soils as reference (Chandigarh) and further

whether this is also related to genetic diversity in S. cumini populations.

Materials and Methods

Sample collection and field preservation: Mature leaf samples

from adult S. cumini trees from two natural populations (containing

eight samples each) from Rajasthan and Haryana, India were

randomly taken for present study. The individuals of the first field

population Banasthali, Rajasthan (RJ1-RJ8) were found growing

on fluoride rich soils (30-37 mg l -1). Banasthali is situated in southeast

region of Rajasthan. The geological distribution of rocks in southeast

Rajasthan reveals the presence of fluorotic ores (Rajasthan State

Environmental Policy, 2010), which is the main reason of fluoride

contamination in Banasthali. While the second population (as a

reference taken from Chandigarh, Haryana (HR1-HR8) was

growing on soils containing normal concentrations of the F ions (0.

17-0.40 mg l -1). The leaf samples were shed dried at the site,

transferred in plastic bags, sealed and stored at room temperature

for further experiments.

Determination of F content: The F content in the soil samples

collected from the study site was determined by the method given

by McQuaker and Gurney (1977).  The dried and finely powdered

sample (0.5 g) was digested with 6ml of NaOH solution in an oven

for 1 hr at 150oC, then transferred to muffle furnace for 30 min at

6000C. After cooling and dilution, pH was adjusted to 8-9 with

concentrated HCl.  The volume was made to 100 ml and filtered.

The F content was measured using microprocessor controlled ion

selective electrode.

Total DNA extraction: The total genomic DNA was isolated from

various dry leaf samples of S. cumini by a cetlytrimethyl

ammoniumbromide (CTAB) method of Weising et al. (1995) with

minor modifications viz. extracted aqueous layer was treated with

5M NaCl to remove polysaccharide contamination, incubation for

precipitating DNA after adding isopropanol was carried out overnight

and washing steps were repeated twice. The extraction buffer

contained 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 1.5 M NaCl, 25 mM EDTA, 2.5%

CTAB (w/v), 2% �-mercaptoethanol and 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone.

The purified pellet was dissolved in a minimal amount of Tris EDTA

(TE) buffer (Tris-Cl 0.05M, EDTA 0.01 M). The isolated DNA was

checked on 0.8% agarose gel by staining with ethidium bromide

(0.5 mg/ml) and visualized under mini-transilluminator (Bio-Rad,

USA). The gel was then photographed and analyzed by a Kodak

gel documentation system (Model EDAS 290) using lamda DNA

double digest (Bangalore Genei Pvt. Ltd., India) as standard.

RAPD PCR amplification: A total of 20 random decamer primers

(custom synthesized by Bangalore Genei Pvt. Ltd., India) were

screened. The primers with more than 50% GC content were used

for RAPD analysis. RAPD-PCR reactions were carried out following

the method of Khan et al. (2010). Amplification products were

separated on 1.5% (w/v) agarose gels (migration distance: 10 cm)

with 1 x Tris Borate EDTA (TBE) buffer. Electrophoresis was

performed as 100 V for 2 hrs. 10 �l of low range DNA ruler

(Bangalore Genei, India) was run simultaneously, loaded on gel as

a molecular standard, and then the gel was visualized, photographed

and analyzed as described in the previous section. The RAPD

analysis on each primer was repeated twice to check the

reproducibility. Moreover in all the PCR reactions, a negative control

was included to avoid the erroneous interpretations. Only those

gels which showed consistent amplification were considered in this

study.

Data analysis: Only reproducible bands were scored as present

(1) or absent (0) across all S. cumini accessions. The binary

character matrix of RAPD data were analyzed using the POPGENE
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ver 1.31(Yeh et al., 1999)assuming Hardy – Weinberg equilibrium.

The following genetic diversity parameters were estimated:

Shannon’s index of phenotypic diversity (I = � Pi log Pi), Nei’s

gene diversity (h=1- � Pi2 ); here Pi = the frequency of the ith  allele

in population, effective number of alleles per locus (Ne = 1/ n  ��i

here �i  =  the number of alleles at locus i and  n = the total number

of alleles, polymorphic band percentage (PBP), total species diversity

(Hsp), diversity within population (Hpop). Genetic similarity among

collections was calculated using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient using

the SIMQUAL (Similarity for Qualitative Data) routine of NTSYS-pc

(version 2.1). Similarity coefficient values were used to construct

dendograms, using the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic

averages (UPGMA) from the similarity data matrices. Finally, a

principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted with the same

program using the EIGEN and PROJ module to highlight the

resolving power of ordination. The numerical taxonomy and

multivariate analysis system package for personal computer

(NTSYS-pc 2.1) (Rohlf, 1993) was used for statistical analysis of

data.

Results and Discussion

Polymorphism level: RAPD proved to be successful method for

detection of genetic variability along with F stress.  In our recent

study, it has been proved that RAPD is effective in detecting genetic

variation in natural populations of S. cumini species (Khan et al.,

2010). RAPD has also been proved to be good marker system for

ecotoxicological studies especially when genome sequence has

been not known. As S. cumini genome has not been sequenced,

secondly, two meta-analyses showed that diversity surveys made

with dominant markers provide comparable data to surveys

undertaken with co-dominant markers (Nybom, 2004). Although it

has some drawback which relates to their reproducibility, but stringent

conditions were maintained for its consistency. A total of 92 amplification

products were generated with an average of 12.94 bands per

polymorphic primer. Polymorphic band percentage (PBP) was found

higher in Rajasthan populations (90%) in comparison to Haryana

populations. Observed no of alleles (Na) and effective no of alleles

(Ne) also found higher in Rajasthan populations (Table 1). Number

of alleles per locus (Na), mean number of allele over loci (Ne) i.e.

the estimated allelic richness of populations, are significantly affected

by sample size while no significant correlation between sample size

and heterozygosities (He and Ho) was observed. Random sampling

method can remove effects of sample size on the allelic richness

measures (Na and Ne) (Lu-Na and De-Xing, 2004). So in present

study, random sampling method removed the artifacts generated by

small sample size.

Contaminants may increase the average fitness of the

population in a short term but it may be accompanied by a loss of

genetic variation if the selective differential associated with tolerance

to contaminants has been large (Baker et al., 2001). Thus, as

pointed out by McMillan et al. (2006), rapid adaptation to novel

environmental stressors is no guarantee of long-term population

sustainability. Therefore, overall genetic diversity should be high

enough for long term population sustainability. The present study

showed high genetic diversity in S. cumini populations which is

confirmed with high PBP and high gene diversity values. In an

earlier study on the same genus, Syzygium travancorium a high

level of polymorphism (> 81%) was reported using RAPD markers

by Anand et al. (2004) which is in line to our results.

Partitioning of genetic diversity: Shannon’s diversity index

and Nei’s genetic diversity analysis were performed using

POPGENE software, to compare the different diversity parameters

between the populations of Rajasthan and Haryana that are exposed

to different levels of F. Diversity in Rajasthan populations: Shannon’s

index of phenotypic diversity (I) = 0.440; Nei’s genetic diversity (h)

= 0.292 ; effective number of alleles per locus (Ne) = 1.497; total

species diversity (Hsp) = 0.307  and within population diversity

(Hpop) = 0.158 showed high genetic diversity  in comparison to

Haryana populations (Table 1). High genetic diversity in Rajasthan

populations clearly indicates this diversity levels acts as a buffer to

combats F stress. Favorable alleles were selected during natural

selection becomes part of the S. cumini genome and allow S. cumini

populations to grow in fluoride stress area. Contaminants may have

opposite effects on genetic diversity. On the one hand, an increase

in genetic variation has been reported when the toxicant is mutagenic

(Baker et al., 2001; Slomka et al., 2011). Moreover, differential

selection associated with contaminants could theoretically contribute

to increased genetic diversity under the hypothesis that tolerance to

contaminants may increase as a function of individual heterozygosity

(Van Straalen and Timmermans, 2002). Differences in diversity

parameters were due to the genetic response to environmental

stress. These results were expected, since similar tolerance to

Table - 1: Measures of genetic diversity parameters in selected S. cumini populations with observed number of alleles (Na), effective number of alleles

(Ne), Nei gene diversity (h), Shannon’s index (I) polymorphic band percentage (PBP) and , total species diversity (Hsp) within population diversity (Hpop)

Population     Na     Ne PBP (%)      h      I    Hsp     Hpop

RJ (contaminated) 1.857± 0.35 1.497±0.353 90 % 0.292±0.174 0.440±0.234 0.307±0.028 0.158±0.031

(F = 30 - 37 mg l -1 )

HR low 1.748±0.434 1.500±0.390 87.50 % 0.282±0.199 0.415±0.276 0.315± 0.031 0.156±0.010

(less contaminated)

(F = 0. 17- 0.40 mg l -1)

* Each values are mean ± S.D. RJ = Banasthali, Rajasthan, HR = Chandigarh, Haryana, F = Fluoride
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Fig. 2: Three-dimensional plot of principal component analysis (PCA) of 16 genotypes of S. cumini based on RAPD. The RJ1-RJ8 represents the fluoride

contaminated genotypes from Rajasthan and HR1-HR8 showed the non fluoride contaminated genotype from Haryana
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metals has been reported in literature for a wide range of organisms

like: bacteria, protists, plants and animals (Lopes et al., 2005).

Cluster analysis : Binary data matrix of RAPD data were used to

make pair wise comparison of the accessions based on shared and

unique amplification products to generate a similarity matrix with

NTSYS-pc 2.1. The similarity matrix obtained after multivariate

analysis using Nei and Li’s coefficient (Nei and Li’s, 1979). In order

to analyze the relatedness among the genotype, dendrogram was

constructed on the basis of similarity matrix representing Jaccard’s

coefficient using the UPGMA algorithm. UPGMA analysis did not

show separate clusters of contaminated and uncontaminated

population (RJ and HR). Mixing of samples were observed in the

samples (Fig. 1) which may be due to human interventions and

broad genetic base of the species, which enable it to maintain and

exist in different gene combinations (Khan et al., 2010). Similar

results were found in the earlier studies (Perera et al., 1998;

Upadhyay et al., 2004; Ge et al., 2005).

PCA analysis : The principal component analysis (PCA) apart

from cluster analysis was performed for grouping of accessions.

Applying both methods was recommended to extract the maximum

amount of information from the matrix data. Clustering was useful in

detecting relationships among accessions, while PCA allowed a

view on the relationships between groups. PCA did not show F

stressed population (RJ) clustering separately from reference

populations. The results of PCA analysis based on RAPD largely

corresponded with the result of the cluster analysis (Fig. 2). Although

we cannot rule out that genetic drift, human interventions and

historical factors have generated the above pattern. Our result

suggests that selection is affecting the genome of S. cumini. Our

findings supported by similar findings of Timmermans et al. (2007)

in Orchesella cincta.

It is concluded from the present study that RAPD is a useful

tool to assess toxicological population genetic effects between

populations which are exposed to F stress. Fluoride stressed

population (RJ) tend to be more genetically diversified than the

reference population (HR). Rajasthan population might respond with

increased genetic variation resulting from new mutation that affect

allele frequencies can result as a consequence of adaptation to F

contaminant environment. The result suggests that selection affecting

the S. cumini genome. Selection by environmental metal pollution is

expected to be directional and often leading to populations exhibiting

increased tolerance to metals (Timmermans et al., 2005). This makes

field population (RJ) growing in fluoride contaminated environments

is more tolerant to fluoride stress than populations from reference site.

Overall, high genetic diversity observed in S. cumini populations, it

help populations to persist under different stress conditions which

overwhelm the capacity of a species to adapt to fluoride stress.

Therefore, diversity and gene expression of specific genes involved

in metabolic activities or detoxification mechanisms should be the

focus of the next steps towards improving our understanding of selective

pressures exerted by fluoride contamination.
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